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Abstract

In view of the rapidly increasing numbers of reported new coronavirus infections, many speak of an upcoming pandemic. However, since the number of conducted coronavirus tests has rapidly increased over time as well, the apparent increase in infections may actually reflect increased testing, rather than a rapid spread of the coronavirus. To examine this issue, data from Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, and USA were analyzed. In all countries, the rapid increase in reported new infections was largely attributable to the rapid increase in conducted tests. Statistically controlling for the increased amount of testing revealed that the increases in reported infections dramatically overestimate the true increases in every country. According to the estimated true courses of new infections, the increases were initially much smaller, and the courses of new infections have already flattened or are even decreasing since the beginning of calendar week 13 (March 23) in almost all countries. The courses of reported new infections and deaths started to increase almost simultaneously in every country, which further confirms that the increases in reported new infections reflect effects of increased testing. These results indicate that the scenario of a coronavirus pandemic is based on a statistical fallacy.
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Introduction

For weeks, people around the world have been looking at the apparently rapid spread of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2. In view of the increasing numbers of daily new infections reported from many countries, experts, politicians, and the media speak of an upcoming pandemic with millions of infected people worldwide. In response to such horror scenarios, extreme fear is experienced at the individual level and draconian countermeasures have been adopted in many countries.

In the face of such dynamics, a fundamentally important question arises: Do the observed increases in the reported numbers of new infections really reflect what they seem to reflect at first glance – a true increase in the number of new infections? If looking more closely at the reported increasing numbers of new infections from a methodological perspective, one will notice that one important problem regarding the interpretation of such data has so far been neglected: that the number of tests carried out for the coronavirus has rapidly increased as well.

The fundamental problem is that if there are many infected people that are not detected because too few tests are conducted (i.e., unreported infections), which is assumed to be the case for coronavirus infections\(^1\), the number of reported new infections depends on the number of conducted tests: when the number of tests is increased, the number of detected new infections will automatically increase as well because more hitherto unreported infections are detected.

This introduces a potential statistical fallacy: An observed rapid increase in detected new infections may give the impression that there might be a rapid spread of a virus. However, the observed rapid increase actually may reflect the rapid increase in testing, and tell nothing about the true course of new infections, which may actually be much less steep or even decreasing.

The statistical fallacy can be illustrated by a simple example: Imagine there is a garden
where ten Easter eggs are hidden every day (i.e., the true number of new infections). On the first day, the children are allowed to search for one minute and they find one egg; on the second day, they are allowed to search for two minutes and they find two eggs; and on the third day, they are allowed to search for four minutes and they find four eggs (i.e., the number of reported new infections). The children could get the misleading impression that exponentially more Easter eggs are hidden in the garden every day because they find exponentially more eggs every day. But of course, this is a problematic interpretation because in reality there were always the same number of eggs hidden in the garden, and the increased number of eggs found is only due to the increased number of search attempts (i.e., the increase in the number of tests). As illustrated in Fig. 1 based on data from Italy and the USA\(^2-4\), regarding the reported numbers of new coronavirus infections, such problem indeed exists.
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**Fig. 1:** Illustration of the relationship between the number of coronavirus tests and reported new coronavirus infections. The course of the number of conducted coronavirus tests (height of the blue bars) and the course of reported new coronavirus (height of the red bars) in Italy and the USA in calendar weeks 10-13 is shown (from March 2 to March 29).

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the number of reported new infections increases simultaneously...
with the number of conducted tests. However, as illustrated by the Easter egg example, if there
are unreported cases (in the Easter egg example: the hidden eggs that are not found due to too
few search attempts), one will automatically find at least as many new infections as the number
of tests has been increased (unless the true number of new infections is in reality decreasing). For
example, if one runs twice as many tests, one will also find at least twice as many new
infections. Consequently, if there were a true increase in new infections, one would have to find
a larger increase in detected new infections than is caused solely by the increase in the number of
tests. For instance, if the number of tests were doubled, one would have to find more than twice
as many new infections if there were a true increase in new infections.

Thus, based on an analysis of the relationship between the increase in the number of tests
and the concurrent increase in reported new infections, the question of whether the increase in
reported new infections is prone to such a statistical fallacy can be examined: if the number of new
infections is in reality increasing, the factor by which the reported new infections increase
should be larger than the factor by which the number of tests is increased. If the number of new
infections does in reality not change, the factor by which the reported new infections increase
should mirror the factor by which the number of tests is increased. If the number of new
infections is in reality decreasing, the factor by which the reported new infections increase
should be smaller than the factor by which the number of tests is increased. The basic principle
of the statistical fallacy is illustrated in Fig. 1a.
**Fig. 2: Illustration of the statistical fallacy and the method of correction.** As illustrated in the upper panel of (a), if there are many unreported infections (green bars), the number of reported new infections (red bars) is determined by the number of tests carried out (blue bars). If the number of tests increases over time, more new infections will be observed, although the true number of new infections may in reality be much less increasing (from week 1 to 2), not change (from week 2 to 3), or even decrease (from week 3 to 4). As shown in the lower panel of (a), whether an observed increase in reported new infections reflects a true increase beyond the test-number induced increase can be determined by a comparison of the factors by which the number of tests (blue bars) and the reported new infections (red bars) increase from week to week. As an example with real data, (b) shows the relationship between the number of conducted coronavirus tests (blue bars) and the number of reported new coronavirus infections (red bars) for Italy in calendar weeks 10 to 14 (upper panel), and the respective factors by which the numbers of conducted tests (blue bars) and reported new infections (red bars) increased from week to week (lower panel). (c) shows for the data from Italy the test-number biased growth curve of reported new infections (red bars), and the growth curve of new infections when statistically controlling for the increased amounts of testing (green bars). The growth curves are scaled to a starting value of 1 in calendar week 10 so that the Y-axis reflect the respective growths across weeks by multiples of 1. Note that in reality, the true number of new infections is higher than the reported number of new infections due to the existence of unreported cases (see Fig. 1A).
As an example with real data, Fig. 1b shows the relationship between the number of conducted coronavirus tests and the number of reported new coronavirus infections for Italy in calendar weeks 10 to 14 (upper panel), and the respective factors by which the numbers of conducted tests and reported new infections increased from week to week (lower panel). As can be seen, the number of tests increased rapidly with time, indicating that large parts of the observed increase in reported new infections is attributable to increased testing. Examining the factors by which reported new infections and tests increased from week to week indicates that the number of new infections increased stronger than the number of conducted tests from calendar weeks 10 to 12, indicating that the number of new infections initially truly increased, albeit smaller than suggested by the reported number of new infections. However, from calendar week 12 to 13, although the reported number of new infections showed an increase, the increase was smaller than the concurrent increase in the number of tests, indicating that the true number of new infections actually decreased from calendar week 12 to 13.

In a situation where an increase in reported new infections does not necessarily tell something about the true course of new infections due to the fact that the number of tests has simultaneously increased as well, there is a simple statistical technique that can be used to estimate the true course of new infections: the observed numbers of reported new infections can be statistically controlled for the increase in conducted tests. The basic principle can be described as follows: how many new infections would have been observed if the number of tests would not have been increased across weeks? This can easily be estimated by dividing the weekly number of reported new infections by the factor by which the number of tests has been increased per week. Fig. 1c illustrates this for the data from Italy. As can be seen, the test-number biased course of reported new infections dramatically overestimates the true course of new infections,
as revealed by statistical control for the increase in test numbers. Contrary to what is suggested by the observed rapid increase in reported new infections, the number of new infections initially increased much less, and is actually decreasing since the beginning of calendar week 13.

Statistically controlling the reported number of new infections for the concurrent increase in the number of tests reliably estimates the true number of new infections if several conditions are met. First, as already mentioned, there must be unreported infections that are not detected because too few tests are conducted. This seems to be met given that studies have shown that there is a very high number of unreported coronavirus infections\(^1\).

Second, the reason for the increase in the number of tests must be that the true degree of the spread of the coronavirus is not known, and that therefore more and more tests are conducted in order to measure the true degree of the spread more and more reliably. Given the high number of unreported cases and the numerous demands from experts that test capacities must be increased in order to detect as many infected people as possible, this seems to be true for the testing for the coronavirus. In fact, given that in every of the examined countries only a relatively small proportion of the people tested for the coronavirus receives a positive test result (see, for instance, the proportions of reported new infections in relation to the number of tests in Fig. 3, left panels), it is unlikely that the number of tests was increased because doctors see more and more infected people and thus increase the number of tests. The small proportion of received positive test results indicates that the criteria of test application are highly unspecific regarding the presence of a coronavirus infection, which means that a doctor cannot determine who has the coronavirus based on the criteria of test application. Taken together, the testing for the coronavirus resembles a situation where increasingly enlarged random samples of the to-be-tested population are drawn.
A third precondition is that the sensitivity of the test does not change. If the sensitivity increased over time, the number of new infections corrected by the number of tests – as well as the uncorrected numbers – would still overestimate the true increase. If the sensitivity decreased, the number of new infections corrected by the number of tests would underestimate the true increase – as would the uncorrected numbers. Thus, controlling for the number of tests makes sense in any case. In the case of a change in sensitivity, however, one would have to additionally correct for the change in sensitivity. Since no data on the sensitivity of the tests across the examined weeks are available, this is unfortunately not possible. However, it is unlikely that sensitivity has changed in relevant magnitudes within the examined weeks.

A fourth precondition is that the tested population is relatively stable across time.

Mathematically, the method to statistically control the weekly numbers of reported new infections for the weekly numbers of conducted tests is equivalent to determining the weekly proportion of received positive coronavirus diagnoses in relation to the number of tests carried out per week (essentially, the weekly number of new infections is divided by the weekly number of tests). The proportion of received positive coronavirus diagnoses in relation to the number of conducted tests depends not only on the true number of infections in the tested population but also on the number of people in the tested population who are not infected. Since in almost every country mainly people with acute respiratory symptoms are tested, the number of people who receive a negative coronavirus test result is mainly determined by the number of people suffering from other respiratory pathogens. If this number decreases, the proportion of positive coronavirus diagnoses automatically increases, with the consequence that the true increase in the number of new coronavirus infections is overestimated when controlling for the number of conducted tests. By contrast, if the latter number increased, the proportion of positive
coronavirus diagnoses automatically decreases, with the consequence that the true increase in the number of new coronavirus infections is underestimated when controlling for the number of conducted tests.

The latter possibility is highly unlikely since this would mean that if the coronavirus were indeed epidemic, all other pathogens would currently spread even more epidemically, so that the overall number of people with acute respiratory symptoms should rapidly increase over time. This is not the case across the examined calendar weeks (10 to 14), however. For instance, in Germany, according to the weekly report on the epidemiology of influenza in Germany published by the Robert Koch Institute, the weekly number of people visiting a doctor due to acute respiratory symptoms, which is estimated based on several hundred reference doctor's offices, was relatively stable across calendar weeks 10 to 12 (calendar week 10: 1.6 million, calendar week 11: 1.6 million, calendar week 12: 1.8 million), and strongly decreased from calendar week 13 on (calendar week 13: 1.1 million, calendar week 14: 700,000)\(^6\)-\(^{10}\). This indicates that the number of people suffering from acute respiratory symptoms due to other pathogens has relatively strongly decreased since calendar week 12, suggesting that the number of new infections may in reality have even much stronger decreased than estimated by the statistical control of the reported new infections for the increased number of tests.

**Results**

To examine whether the increases in reported new infections overestimate the true increase due to the concurrent increase in the number of conducted tests, data from Austria, Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, and USA on the numbers of conducted coronavirus tests\(^{11\text{-}14}\) and reported new coronavirus infections\(^2\text{-}15\) in calendar weeks 10 to 14 (March 2 to April 5) were analyzed. To account for potential temporal variability in the timeline running up to a test being
reported, both in terms of the time it takes for a symptomatic person to receive a test, and in the
time for that test to get reported, and because for Germany and France only data on the number
of conducted tests per week is available, data were aggregated by week.

Fig. 3 shows for each of the countries the relationship between the numbers of conducted
tests and reported new infections (left panels), and the test-number biased growth curves of
reported new coronavirus infections and the estimated true growth curves based on statistical
control for the increased amount of testing (right panel). In all countries, the rapid increase in the
number of new infections per week was largely attributable to the rapid increase in the number of
conducted tests per week. Statistically controlling for the increased amount of testing
consistently revealed that the observed rapid increases in reported new infections dramatically
overestimate the true increases in every country. According to the estimated true growth curves,
the initial increases in new infections were much smaller, and in almost every country, the course
of new infections has already flattened or is decreasing since about calendar week 13.
Fig. 3. Statistical fallacy in the countries Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, and USA. The left panels show the relationships between the number of conducted coronavirus tests and the number of reported new coronavirus infections in every country for calendar weeks 10 to 14 (March 2 to April 5). The right panels show for every country the test-number biased growth curves of reported new infections, and the estimated true growth curved course based on statistical control for the increased amount of testing. The growth curves are scaled to a starting value of 1 in calendar week 10 so that the Y-axis reflect the respective growths across weeks by multiples of 1. Note that in reality, the true number of new infections is higher than the reported number of new infections due to the existence of unreported cases (see Fig. 1A).

The previous analyses indicate that the observed rapid increases in new infections largely reflect the fact that the number of tests has been rapidly increased over time. To further examine this issue, the courses of reported new infections and reported deaths were compared for the six countries. To account for the much longer reporting lag for deaths (about up to two weeks in many countries, e.g.\textsuperscript{10}), only data until March 28 were examined. Fig. 4 shows the growth curves of the daily increases in reported new infections and deaths. To enable a visual comparison, the values for new infections were scaled to the level of the number of deaths, based on the respective death rates in each country. Intriguingly, in every country, the numbers of reported new infections and deaths started to increase almost simultaneously. Correlation analyses revealed that the growth curves were highly related (Austria: $r = .83$, $p < .001$; Belgium: $r = .88$, $p < .001$; France: $r = .94$, $p < .001$; Germany: $r = .94$, $p < .001$; Italy: $r = .94$, $p < .001$; USA: $r = .95$, $p < .001$).
Fig. 4. **Course of reported daily new coronavirus infections and deaths.** The courses of the reported daily new coronavirus infections (blue lines) and deaths (yellow lines), and the theoretically expected course of the number of deaths based on an estimated temporal delay of 14 days between diagnosis and death (red lines), are shown for the countries Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, and USA. Note that for the purpose of visual comparison, the values for new infections are scaled to the level of the number of deaths based on the respective death rates in each of the countries.
Discussion

The present findings indicate that the observed increases in reported new infections dramatically overestimate the true spreading of the coronavirus in all of the examined countries. Statistically controlling for the concurrent increases in the number of tests suggest that the true increases in new infections were relatively small in every of the examined countries, and that the course of new infections has already flattened or is even decreasing in almost every country since the beginning of calendar week 13 (March 23).

The fact that the courses of reported new infections and deaths started to increase almost simultaneously in every country provides further evidence that the increases in reported new infections reflect effects of increased testing. From a biological perspective, the absence of a temporal lag between the increases in new infections and deaths is surprising since there should be a substantial temporal lag between diagnosis and death. According to findings from China, the time span between the onset of symptoms and death is about 18 days\textsuperscript{11}. Thus, even when conservatively assuming that individuals are tested four days after symptom onset, there should be a temporal lag between increases in new infections and deaths of 14 days. The only reasonable explanation for the absence of a temporal lag between the increases in new infections and deaths may be that many of the deceased people were tested on the coronavirus shortly before or after death. However, if so, this implies that one of two possibilities must be true. The first possibility is that the deceased people have really did of the coronavirus. However, this would mean that if the increased testing had been started already 14 day earlier, one would have found a comparable increase in new infections. The second possibility is that the deceased people only have become infected with the virus shortly before death, but actually have died of another disease. However, this would mean that the growth curves for new infections and deaths
actually depict the same thing: the increases in the number of new infection that is brought about by the increased number of tests.

One issue that may be finally discussed is the question of how the estimated smaller increases in new infections fit with reports from several countries that intensive care units are crowded, or with pictures as the ones from Italy where coffins of died people are accumulated in churches, which has even experts led to assume that such scenarios may take place in many country if no countermeasures against the transmission of the coronavirus are taken. However, there is one aspect that is often overlooked. In almost any country, only a relatively small part of people tested on the coronavirus receives a positive test result. For instance, in Germany, only around seven to eight percent of the conducted tests show a positive test result, and even in Italy where it is assumed that only people with more severe respiratory symptoms are tested for the coronavirus, only around 20 percent of the conducted tests show a positive test result. Since mainly people with acute respiratory symptoms are tested, people receiving a negative test result are not healthy but suffer from other diseases, suggesting that other respiratory diseases are currently circulating that are masked by the current strong focus on the coronavirus. Thus, reports from crowded intensive care units and pictures with many coffins of died people may be partly misleading in that a relatively large part of these people may actually have suffered from other diseases, and not from the coronavirus. Indeed, this is empirically supported by data from the National Center of Health Statistics of the USA. From the 6,427 people that have died in the USA of the coronavirus according to diagnosis in between March 22 and April 11, only 2,925 (42.2%) died of pneumonia. Within the same three weeks, however, even when excluding pneumonia deaths involving influenza, overall 10,006 people have died of pneumonia in the USA. Thus, at least in the USA, only a relatively small part of the deaths involving pneumonia
were actually caused by the coronavirus.

In conclusion, the present findings indicate that the coronavirus crisis appears to be based on a statistical fallacy: at some point in time, a new virus test is developed, accompanied by a big echo in the media, leading to a rapid increase in the application of the new virus test, and thus a rapid increase in reported new virus infections and deaths, which gives the impression that we are facing a pandemic with millions of infections and deaths – although in reality the increase in new infections has been only relatively small, and the number of new infections has relatively quickly started to decrease. Becoming aware of this statistical fallacy seems to be extremely important in order to counteract the extreme fear that is induced by the fallacy-prone horror scenario that there may be soon millions of coronavirus infections and deaths.

Methods

Data. Data on the numbers of daily new coronavirus infections and deaths for the countries Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, and the USA were retrieved from the European Center for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), which publishes a daily updated data file on the coronavirus disease\(^2\). For Germany, these data were retrieved from the NPGEO Corona Hub 2020 (Robert Koch Institute)\(^9\). Official data on the number of conducted coronavirus tests for Austria, Belgium, France, and Italy are provided by the respective national Institutes for Health\(^3\)\(^6\). For Germany, official data on the mean daily test capacities in Germany in calendar weeks 10-14 is provided in the daily situation report of the Robert Koch Institute on the coronavirus disease from April 8. There, both an estimate of the total number of tests conducted per calendar week and am estimate of the mean test capacity in each calendar week is provided, based on a laboratory survey\(^7\). Since for calendar week 10, only the total number tests carried out until March 8 is provided but no separate estimate of the number tests conducted in calendar week 10,
the mean test capacity per day was used to estimate the weekly number of tests, and the number of tests per week was determined by multiplying the mean daily test capacities by 5 (5-day working week). The resulting test numbers closely resemble estimations of the National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians (Germany)\textsuperscript{19}, and of Christian Drosten from the Charité University Hospital Berlin\textsuperscript{20}. Data on the daily number of tests in the USA is provided by the CODID Tracking Project which provides data based on an aggregation of data released by individual states\textsuperscript{4}. The raw data on which the present analyses are based can be downloaded at https://osf.io/hkaru/?view_only=830bfd6cbea14744811423308e851827.
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